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Liquid Blue is the pre-eminent new talent on the pop scene today. The bands debut album, Supernova, is a ground-breaking work and is our pick for album of the year. The first single, "Real" has just landed in the AC40 chart and we feel it has top-ten potential. The album was produced by two-time Grammy winner Joe Chiccarelli and is loaded with potential AC & CHR smash hits. The band originally from the San Diego area has been getting a lot of critical acclaim as of late and the word on this new act has been spreading fast. Here at New Music Weekly we had them as one of the featured acts on our Future Hits Volume 19. The song writing, production value and marketability of the group are all first rate. This is fresh pop music with an alternative / world / dance edge. Their combination of Middle Eastern & western sounds puts the band at the forefront of what could be the next big thing. The lyrics are as intriguing as the music; intelligent music for the masses, not your standard pop fluff. Once again, the groups single "Real" continues to move strong at both AC and Top40 radio. This is one group you'll be hearing lots more from in the future. For more information on Liquid Blue visit www.Liquid-Blue.com.